A tradition in the Tiki community, a TikiFest is a meeting between Tiki contributors (that usually only meet online). This is an opportunity, usually, to socialize over drinks, get some laptops out and code wildly in group sessions and/or discuss about wiki technology and culture, etc. depending the mood and context. It is a great opportunity for Tiki users and Tiki power users to meet some of the developers and learn more stuff.

If you are new/curious about Tiki, come and meet the contributors. There will be a free workshop "introduction to Tiki" and a TikiFest cocktail.
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### When

**Friday June 11th and Saturday June 12th** (confirmed).

Friday 10h-17h

**Friday 17h-20h cocktail**

Saturday 10h-17h

### Schedule

Note: Anyone who wants to do demos/presentations of their Tiki projects or anything else is welcome to be part of the schedule. Just add it in.

### What

- Welcome Rodrigo to Montreal
- Release party for Tiki5 (released previously)
- Plan Tiki6
  - Blogrevamp
- Branding presentation (Simon & SLJ)
- Training session for new developers (evo.cat.io, etc.)
  - Tiki in the clouds ;)
- Visit a bit Fri AM (daniam)
- Hercules
- Permissions enhancement
Who
- Marc Laporte
- LP Huberdeau
- Philippe Cloutier (fine with any time)
- Rodrigo Primo (confirmed)
- Daniel.
- Régis Barondeau
- Renoir Boulanger (after work)
- Karl (video project)

Where
CDEC Centre-Sud / Plateau Mont-Royal
3565, Berri, office 200
Montréal, Canada
http://www.cdec-cspmr.org/contact_fr

Online
We will be using http://live.tiki.org/ powered by http://bigbluebutton.org/ Special thank you to Fred Dixon from Blindside Networks who has kindly setup the server specially for the Tiki Community.

Related links
http://www.wikimatrix.org/calendar/e109/2010/tikifest_montral
missing: cmswire, upcoming, tiki calendar, etc.

After
- Some pictures from the first day